
USED UNDER HYPNOSIS 
By Slave P 

 
The following is an account of my experience with Mistress 
Carol that took place in March 2011. As one of Mistress 
Carol’s slaves and currently being her only live in slave I 
have the wonderful opportunity of being her guinea pig. I am 
very grateful for this opportunity and experiences that come 
because of it. 
Mistress Carol has been hypnotizing me for over 2 years and 
has been aware of me trancing with other dominants such as 
the wonderful Nikki Fatale and Isabella Valentine. I have 
also listened to recordings by Mistress Candice that Mistress 
Carol has watched me trance to and been very happy with 
the results. Recently Mistress Carol has had me listen to her 
recordings each time she records one, also I have been 
lucky enough to have her record some of my scripts. This 
narrative explains a recent hypnosis session that I 
commented about on Inraptured, although most of the story 
has been explained to me by Mistress as I have very little 
memory of the session. I must also explain that while in 
trance I could sense what was happening to a certain extent 
but I was not conscious of the actual events that took place 
and although Mistress has given me permission to write this 
I am still not fully aware of everything that took place. 
 
 For me it was a Saturday between business trips, I 
travel a great deal for business and this year in particular 
has been a busy one. I have been flying out on Sundays and 
returning late Friday evenings, giving me just enough time to 
complete Mistress’s requested chores and laundry for my 
next week. I was missing my time with Mistress Carol and it 
showed both in my attitude and demeanor, so much so that 
she commented on it to me. I had just returned to the house 
after feeding the horse’s when she confronted me and told 



me that in the afternoon I was to shower and present myself 
at the dungeon door. I was to bring my mp3 player from the 
office where she had loaded a new file for me. I thanked her 
and proceed to complete the chores on my list. As the 
morning dragged on all I could do was think about the 
recording, it didn’t matter what the task was, cleaning horse 
troughs, polishing her boots or vacuuming, my brain was 
filled with thoughts of the recording. In addition I actually had 
no idea of what the recording was about, all I knew was that 
Mistress had spent time on something for me. 
 When noon arrived I headed for the shower, quickly 
washing myself and shaving my cock and balls, a 
requirement I dare not miss. Once clean and dried I 
gathered my mp3 player from the office with my ear buds 
and proceeded down to the dungeon my mind racing, full of 
images of Mistress Carol doing a variety of things to me. As I 
approached the dungeon, naked, I was disappointed to see 
a casually dressed Mistress Carol waiting outside the door. 
She gazed at me as I approached and I lowered my head 
slightly in subservience to her.  
“Stand their slave” she command, and as I stopped she 
proceeded to walk around me inspecting my body to ensure 
it was cleaned. She reached down and slowly lifted my semi-
hard cock to investigate the shaving I done. 
“Good enough” was her only comment. 
Producing a key fro her pocket she unlocked the dungeon 
door and walked inside, I was about to follow her in when 
she barked  
“On your knee’s, slave” 
Damn I almost forgot, god only knows what would have 
happened if I had just walked in. Mistress Carol has only a 
few hard and fast rules but entering any of her dungeon 
rooms on anything but your knee’s would break one the 
most important. 



I crawled into the room and looked up into her face. No trace 
of smile could be seen. 
“You almost forgot, slave” she shouted. 
“See the table over there”, I looked up and answered, “Yes 
Mistress”.  
“Good, climb up on the table and put on the blindfold, then 
put in your ear buds, do it now”, she commanded. 
I quickly obeyed climbing onto the table and placing the 
leather blindfold over my eyes. Once it was in place I lay 
back onto the small leather head pillow and put the ear buds 
into my ears. Mistress Carol meanwhile had dimmed the 
lights and was standing beside the table. I had noticed as I 
was climbing onto the table that it was positioned under the 
steel frame that held the hoist but thought nothing more 
about its location. 
“Okay slave listen closely I am going to start the recording in 
a moment and I want to relax and listen to everything I say. I 
know you have been travelling a lot lately and hopefully this 
will relax you enough we can both enjoy the time we spend 
together” 
With that she reached down and turned on the player. Music 
started and her voice began, soft and soothing as always as 
she began to relax me and prepare me for hypnosis. I have 
listened to Mistress Carol so many times now that after just a 
few moments of her talking I felt my body physically relaxing. 
Closing my eyes I listened to her words. 
 
“Just settle yourself comfortably and take a slow deep breath 
holding it for a moment 
then breathing out slowly 
and allow yourself to be as relaxed as you want to be allow 
your eyes to close whenever you want to 
and let all the muscles in your face become so lazy 
that you can actually feel them settling and smoothing out 



that's a good feeling, when your allow your face muscles to 
relax like that 
because it tells your subconscious that you're in a place of 
total safety 
that it's all right for your whole body to be as relaxed as you 
want it to be 
no more and no less 
and it maybe that you'll be able to relax more than ever 
before 
and that's good 
and if you only relax just a little 
that's fine too 
and whatever you choose 
you'll soon be aware of a sense of well-being and calmness 
and you can let any troubles, any cares 
just drift away from you, as you allow yourself simply to drift 
to a special place where there are no troubles 
and cares 
a special place where there is only calmness 
and comfort 
and easiness 
that can fill every pore, every fiber, every cell of your entire 
body 
and you can scan your mind through your body 
and every time you find a trace of tension 
just let it go 
let it go and replace it with an easy calm 
in your neck and shoulders 
in your arms and hands, right down to the very tip of each 
finger and the tip of each thumb 
in the muscles of your body 
in your legs 
just allowing relaxation to flow all around your ankles and 
heels 
all the way down to the very tip of each toe 



so that very soon, you'll find yourself to be as 
comfortable as you could ever wish to be 
just letting your thoughts drift 
and maybe allowing your conscious thoughts to just 
stop for one split second in time 
just for one split second in time, allowing your conscious 
thoughts to 
just stop 
so that your subconscious mind can get on with the business 
of helping you to feel the best you can ever feel 
without conscious interference 
because that subconscious of yours knows exactly the way 
to help you feel as good as you can feel 
And now you're so beautifully relaxed 
nobody wanting anything, nobody expecting anything, and 
absolutely nothing whatsoever for you to do except to 
relax 
I want you just to let your mind and your imagination drift... 
feeling lazy, easy, and comfortable 
I want you to listen closesly to me 
Listen closely to my words 
 Listen slave, listen and OBEY (SNAP) 
OBEY (SNAP) 
OBEY (SNAP) 
OBEY (SNAP)”. 
 
I do not remember much after this as far as my brain is 
aware I woke out of trance later and I have very little or no 
memory of what took place. Mistress Carol has filled in this 
part and I am not allowed to read what she has written at 
least not until she gives me permission to do so.  
 
The following was written by Mistress Carol. 
 



At this point I was watching slave P, I had entered the room 
wearing a lace body stocking and 6” spiked heels. I always 
find if fun to watch my slaves drop into trance. In addition to 
the headphones the slave was wearing I also had used a 
splitter to attach a second set of headphones allowing me to 
hear what slave P was hearing. At the point I saw him drop 
and heard me command him to obey I knew it was time to 
take over with the live part of the session. 
Switching on the stereo in the room to play background 
music I turned off the i-pod and took the headphones off. I 
had decided I would take my slave deep into trance and hold 
him their while I took him inside me to my pleasure myself. 
After that at this point I hadn’t given it much thought. 
 
I began speaking softly to slave P. 
 
“Now slave you are deep, 
deep under my control, 
you have been taken down, 
down into my domain. 
In my domain my word is law. 
You have no will, 
I have your will, 
your permission to take you, control you, use you. 
You want to be used by Me don’t you slave. 
I want you to Imaging 5 red roses in your mind’s eye. 
Yes 5 large red roses, each rose full and bright. 
See the red roses in your mind. 
See the deep red petals and long green stems. 
See the roses slave, see my beautiful roses. 
Now watch as 1 rose floats towards you, see the roses 
floating in front of you. 
Watch as a stream of your will leaves your mind. 
Yes see the stream of will flow to the rose. 
The red rose will absorb your will. 



See as your will is absorbed. 
Once the rose has absorbed your will, watch it float away 
and dissolve. 
Every time a rose absorbs your will and dissolves you will fall 
deeper into trance, deeper into my control. 
Watch the red rose float away now slave, watch as it 
DISSOLVES (SNAP). 
Give up control give up your will as you drop for me. 
See the second rose float towards you, you are eager to give 
up your will, watch as it flows into the rose. 
All your will leaving, flowing into the rose. 
The rose now floats away watch slave. 
Watch the rose as it DISSOLVES (SNAP). 
You have no will, you have control, I have all the control. 
Fall deep for me. 
Its is time for the third rose to float in front of you, 
notice the flow of will to the rose, 
your will and your control leaving you. 
The stream is getting thinner, you have very little will left. 
Watch as it flows to the rose and the rose floats away to 
DISSOLVE (SNAP). 
Only 2 roses left slave, you have very little will left and I have 
all your control. 
The fourth rose now absorbs you will energy, the stream is 
small almost all your will gone. 
Almost all, let it go give yourself to Mistress Carol. 
Let the rose float, float away and DISSOLVE (SNAP). 
No will, No control only a tiny bit of resistance remains. 
See the fifth and final rose float towards you. It will absorb all 
remaining resistance, no will, no control and now no 
resistance to me, to Mistress Carol. 
Now watch as this final rose floats away, away and 
DISSOLVE’S (SNAP). 
Drop deep down deep fall for me fall deep into my words. 
My words are now your thoughts. 



I control you completely, you have no will only MY will you 
have no thoughts only MY thoughts. 
Sleep slave sleep deep for me”. 
 
I was silent for a few seconds then I whispered close to 
slave P’s ear.  
 
“You are empty slave so I am going to fill you, yes fill you 
with my will, my control. I will fill the void with me will and 
desires. 
Listen slave, listen closely. 
You see a round golden ball floating in front of you, see the 
golden ball. 
Watch as it glows bright, it is glowing with MY will, My 
control. 
Once it is too b right to look at it will float into you. 
Your mind will absorb MY will, MY control. 
You will be mine, you will do everything I say, you want to do 
everything I say. 
Watch the golden ball slave, watch as it glows, glows white 
hot. 
Now feel as it flows into you, absorb MY will, take in MY 
control. 
Good now relax and OBEY (SNAP) 
Falling deep, deeper and deeper falling for me, my will now 
your will my thoughts now your thoughts my control over you 
is complete”.  
 
Again I waited to watch slave P, his breathing was very 
shallow and I could tell he was extremely deep into trance. It 
was at this point I noticed the extreme wetness between my 
legs and a smile spread wickedly across my face. Once 
again I spoke to my slave. 
 
“Hear me slave, hear my words and OBEY(SNAP)……… 



You are deep into trance and I am glad to say you have a 
hard cock. 
I am going to ride your cock, you will feel nothing, your cock 
will remain rock hard but you will not cum. 
You will stay deep into trance and nothing can bring you 
back but me. 
Any sounds you hear any sensations you feel will just take 
you deeper into trance, deeper under my control. 
Listen and OBEY(SNAP)”. 
 
As slave P dropped deeper I gathered the items I wanted 
and climbed up onto the table. Holding onto the steel 
framework, I had position the table beneath it for this exact 
purpose, I slowly lowered myself onto his cock. With my now 
extreme wetness I slid down his shaft easily, a small groan 
escaped my ruby lips as I settled to the bottom. You should 
know slave P isn’t huge but he is long enough and very 
thick. His cock filled my pussy completely. I turned on the 
small vibrator and placed against my clitoris as I began to 
squat and then drop back onto his cock. Holding the 
framework allowed me complete control as I rose and fell 
onto his cock. This sliding action coupled with the high 
speed vibrations from the clitoral vibrator soon brought me to 
a loud and squirting orgasm. Yes slaves, I do squirt when I 
cum.  
After resting a few moments I lifted myself off and climbed 
down. I am not a smoker outside my dungeon but I lit a 
cigarette and enjoyed the relaxing afterglow of orgasm. 
Occasionally I blew smoke into slave P’s face, we have 
planted several smoking triggers over the years and I knew 
this would take him deeper into trance. After I had regained 
my steadiness, cumming always leaves me weak. I spoke 
once again to slave P. 
 
“Listen slave listen to my words. 



Listen closely and OBEY (SNAP). 
You have just cum, I have just made you cum, you are so 
relaxed now. 
Open your mouth, yes open your mouth for me, that’s it 
slave. 
I am going to dribble your cum from my fingers into your 
mouth. 
Feel your cum hitting your tongue, feel it slave, feel your 
cum. Now swallow slave, swallow for your Mistress”. 
 
What I actually did was rub my fingers in my wet pussy and 
let my juices drop onto his tongue, just a few drops, just 
enough to give him a taste of something in his mouth when I 
brought him back. 
 
“Now slave I am going to wake you.  
Yes I am going to bring you rapidly out of trance.  
You will not remember anything, 
On the count of 3 you mind will blank when you wake, all you 
will remember was how much you enjoyed me making you 
cum. 
My hands on your cock, your cum in my mouth. 
Now listen slave 1 coming up from the depths. 
2 almost awake feeling returning to your body. 
3 now fully awake and forget. 
Relax and enjoy your after glow, spent and relaxed”. 
 
Mistress Carol has now let me write the rest of this narrative, 
she will add it to the other part with her writing before 
posting. 
 
I came out of trance very groggy but very relaxed, my cock 
was wet so I knew I had cum. I felt completely drained either 
from the hypnosis or from my orgasm. The room smelt of 
smoke and my cock twitched. Mistress had left the room, but 



I know she had been there due to the smoke. I lay on the 
table for quite a while trying to remember what had 
happened but finally I just sat up and left the room. 
 
It has now been several weeks and many business trips 
since this session and I still can’t remember what has 
happened. Hopefully one day Mistress Carol will allow me to 
read this story in its entirety and I will learn what truly took 
place. Until then I am content in knowing I serve a wonderful 
Mistress, whom I would gladly give all my control and will to 
anytime.  


